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ABSTRACT

Transient embryonic antigens have been described in many

systems in development. Although their function has not yet

been elucidated their detection in the embryo but not in the

adult state suggests a direct relationship with embryogenesis.

The present investigation was undertaken in order to characterize

and study a transient antigen (TEA) in chick embryo brain extracts.

TEA was identified by using specific antiserum prepared

against 9 day embryonic chick brain extract. The antiserum was

first absorbed with adult serum, liver and kidney extracts to

remove non-neural antibodies. Then adult brain extract was added

to remove antibodies directed against adult neural antigens. This

antiserum (TAS) was then considered to be both embryo and neural

specific. However, subsequent studies demonstrated TEA in

extracts of 9 day embryonic liver, kidney and serum in concentrations

similar to that found in 9 day brain extracts. TEA was therefore

not specific to neural tissue as initially considered.

TEA demonstrated anodal migration in an electric field,

similar to an alpha-globulin at pH 8.6. Ontogenic studies using

immunoelectrophoresis and the quantitative technique of rocket

immunoelectrophoresis were performed. TEA was present by 2 days

incubation, and an initial peak at 4 days was noted. From day 6
~

on, TEA accumulated until a maximum concentration was reached at

12 days incubation. TEA levels then decreased until it could no

longer be detected in 20 day embryo or adult brain extracts .
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Molecular exclusion chromatography revealed the molecular

weight of TEA to be 73,000 daltons. Isoelectric focusing demon-

strated the isoelectric point at pH 4.8. The antigenic site of

the TEA molecule was considered to be proteinaceous on the basis

of its sensitivity to pronase; however it was not hydrolysed by

either trypsin of chymotrypsin.

Based on the ontogenic pattern and the physical and

chemical characteristics it was concluded that TEA was a

chick alpha-fetoprotein. The possible role of TEA in embryonic

development and the mechanisms of its regulation wete also

discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Embryonic development inctudes the process of growth and

differentiation. Although the mechanisms of cell division are

well documented, the complex process of specialization is largely

"'-_~ not understood. During differentiation two events occur; first

there is the progressive accumulation of components specific for

a given organ or tissue, and second there is the disappearance of

certain constituents characteristic of the embryonic state. These

embryonic substances, detectable only at a specific stage of dev-

elopment are the subject of this thesis.

Early cell biologists considered the possibility that

differentiation was controlled by the qualitative division of the

genome. The current theory is based on two concepts: that all

cells contain the same complete genome present in the zygote, and

that through the process of selective activation of specific gene

sequences, cells acquire different properties and functional

diversity (DaVidson, 1976).

Since the characteristics of a cell depend on its compon-

ents, the expression of specific genetic information is necessary

for the synthesis of those substances. Some studies of the dif-

ferentiation process have paid particular attention to those

constituents that are antigenic in nature since they can b~

identified by precipitin reactions with ~ntibodies raised against

j

j
~
I
~

them. The initial appearance of these antigenic components
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indicating the activation of the genetic mechanism controlling

their production. and subsequent alterations in their characteris-

tics reflecting changes at the gene level can be demonstrated both

qualitatively and quantitatively by the antige~-antibody reaction.

The production and accumulation of antigens characteristic

of the adult state can be considered within the concept of

selective gene activation. However, the specific temporal existence

of those substances detectable only in the embryo suggests that

additional regulation is required. Genes coded for those stage-

specific (Vylchanov et aI, 1978), phase-specific (Holleman and

Palmer, 1972) or transient (McCallion and Trott, 1964) embryonic

or fetal antigens must be activated at a specific stage and

subsequently inactivated or suppressed later in development.

This highly controlled regulation suggests a specific role for

these antigens in embryogenesis.

Transience may also be associated with processes other

than embryonic development. Antigens not normally present in the

organism may appear under certain conditions such as pregnancy

(Tal et al. 1964; Bohn. 1979) and during tissue or cell culture

(Ting et al. 1978). These antigens also exhibit a specific

tempgral existence supporting the concept that there is an organ-

ized feedback and control mechanism of regulation of gene

products. In addition, transient antigens normally found during

embryogenesis have been linked with the malignant process; they

reappear in the adult in many instances of human and experimentally

induced carcinoma (Holleman and Palmer. 1972). This suggests that

,
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the capacity for the production of transient embryonic antigens is

not lost, but rather is suppressed or masked during inactivation.
·l

Since these onco-developmental antigens have been studied primarily

for use in the clinical diagnosis of malignancies their role during

~
the normal course of development has not been extensiv~ly

characterized.

Little is known of the function of transient embryonic ~

antigens in general. Some appear to be associated witp the onset

of differentiation J; a parti~u r organ or'tissue and may serve. ~

in some manner in-the inducti e pro~ess. Others have been

d~scribed which cannot be di ect1y related to induct~on. They may

be precursors to the adult st, te either by structurally laying

doWn the initial cytoarchitecture or by fulfilling an initial

.funct~ona1 ro1e~th subsequent replacement by adult characteris

tics. 'Whether they play an active part in differentiation or are

merely passive ref1ecti~ns of the process is not yet known, but

their appearance i~ widespread.

1. Stage-specific'~tigens

Transient' antfgens are found during periods of morphological

change. For exampxe', unique proteins are synthesized by bacteria

cells 'about to"undergo sRoruiation (Ha~son ~ al, 1970). Life

cycles that in~lude.metamorphicevents such as insect (~oberts,

1971)'and amphipian.(Chen, 1968) development display differential
~

uses bf genetic information during the transition from one

developmental phase to ,the next.
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In embryonic development, transient antigens characteristic

for particular developmental events such as blastula, gastrula,
\ '

tai1bud and larval stages have been described, in Amphibia (Denis,
,

1961; Chen, 1968). In the mammal, studies of whole mouse embryos

(Klose and von Wa11enberg-Pacha1y, 1976) using protein mapping

demon~trated considerable differences in the composition of protein

patterns in 9, 12 and 14 day embryo extracts. A group of proteins
. .

characterized by high molecular weight and similar isoel~tric

point were f~nd to decrease in concentration and were no longer

detectable in 14 day embryos.

Work from descriptive and experimental embryology has

clearly established that during these early stages of development

many of the organizational patterns are determined and organo-

genesis occurs. Al~hough these transient antigens have not been

linked with any ?ne particular developmental event, their detection

at this time and not at any other suggests,~n association with
'I'

early differentiation processes occurring during development.

2. Transience in Erythrocytes

The most striking contrast between embryonic and adult

characteristics is seen in polymorphic erythrocytes and the phase-

specific hemoglobins they contain. In, most species in which, they

exist, two distinct populations of erythrocytes make their

appearance during development. The early red cell line is limited
, I

{
in duration and is morphologically recognizable by the prese~e

of the nucleus at each stage of erythroid differentiation. The
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later population has a self-perpetuating stem cell line which

matures and becomes the characteristic red cell population.

a) Embryonic hemoglobins

Coincident with the appearance of the different erythrocytes
~/

are changes in the circulating hemoglobins. Studies in the mouse

demonstrated three embryonic (E
I

, Ell' EIII ) and one adult (A)

hemoglobin type with characteristic globin chains (Fantoni, 1970).

HbEI contained x and y chains; HbEll contained 0 and y chains; HbE
lll

contained a and z chains; and adult Hb contained a and B chains.

The embryonic x, y and z chains were found only in nucleated ery-

throid cells derived from the yolk sac; adult globin chain 0 was

shared with the yolk sac derived erythrocytes while the 8 chain

was found only in liver erythroid cells and circulating reticulo-

cytes of liver origin. The yolk sac erythroid cells did not syn-

thesize adult 8 chains and the liver erythroid cells synthesized

exclusively 0 and B chains of adult hemoglobin. The author there-

fore argued that the switch from embryonic to adult hemoglobins was

due to th~\Ubstitution of one erythroid cell line for another,

specifica~e substitution of erythroid cell differentiation in

the liver for that occurring in the blood islands of the yolk sac.

A similar ~echanism was once thought to occur in man; that
(

is, each feta~ site of erythropoiesis produced a different

embryonic hemoglobin. However, human fetal liver and bone marrow

cells were shown to synthesize both fetal and adult hemoglobin

(Thomas et aI, 1960). Both hemoglobin types are also synthesized
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in the chick embryo by the yolk sac, the primary erythropoietic

site until hatching (Ingram, 1972; Chapman and Tobin, 1979). Since

both hemoglobin types can be synthesized by one organ, mechanisms

other than cell lineage substitution must be considered for the

hemoglobin switch.

Although functionally related to environmental changes at

birth the decrease in embryonic hemoglobin synthesis and the

increased production of adult hemoglobin begins well before.

Studies in man have shown that the rates of synthesis are not

affected by changes in environment and oxygen tension which occur

at birth (Bard, 1973).

Since different hemoglobins are synth~sized at different

times during development and some populations contain both early

and late hemoglobins (Chapman and Tobin, 1979) there seems to be

an ordered sequence of change until the adult state is achieved.

This control appears to be at the gene level where specific genes

are selected at temporally determined stages of development.

b) Transient membrane antigens

In addition to changes in globin chain synthesis,

transient antigens have been detected on human (Hakomori et aI,

1972) and chicken (Sanders, 1968) peripheral red cell membranes.

In the White Leghorn chicken, antisera raised against

three day post-hatching chicken red cells and reacted with red

cells from chickens of various ages revealed the presence of a

transient antigen by at least 18 days incubation; by 50 days post-

hatching it began to disappear and was not detectable by 120 days
































































































































































